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,e deformation and fracture evolution of coal and rock under unloading are prone to sudden instability or dynamic damage. To
solve the problem, this paper combines interdisciplinary theories such as damage mechanics and electromagnetic field theory.,e
mathematical model of multiphysics coupling during loading and unloading of composite coal-rock is deduced. In addition,
numerical simulations along with experimental verification are carried out to study multi-physical field variation and coupling
mechanisms. ,e composite coal-rock deforms and ruptures under unloading, and the brittle failure of the rock body becomes
more sudden when the confining pressure is unloaded. Macroscopically, many microcracks are generated and expanded during
the loading and unloading of composite coal-rock. Microscopically, the internal old molecular chains are broken to form new
molecular chains by the force. Simulation results show that, during the loading and unloading process, the three physical fields of
the composite coal-rock all change regularly. During the unloading of coal and rock, there is a transition period in which the
temperature increases sharply and reaches the maximum. ,en, the temperature decreases due to the gradual decrease of its
bearing capacity. Besides, the electromagnetic field is strongest on the surface of the coal body, and its propagation in the air decays
exponentially. ,ere are small fluctuations that appear at the junction of the coal body and the air. ,e experimental results show
that the internal infrared radiation temperature of the composite coal-rock decreases during the initial stage of loading and
unloading due to the discharge of internal gas. In the first stage of “loading and unloading,” it increases with the increase in stress,
and the temperature suddenly increases in a short time after unloading. ,e electromagnetic radiation fluctuates in small
amplitudes at the initial stage. When the stress is about to reach the peak, the electromagnetic radiation intensity increases and
reaches the peak suddenly. ,en, the coal-rock ruptures, the stress decreases, and the electromagnetic radiation weakens. ,e
experiment and simulation results are consistent. ,e multiphysics coupling model is used to study the characteristics of coal and
rock unloading under complex conditions, providing a theoretical basis and new method for the prediction and forecast of coal
and rock mining dynamic disasters.

1. Introduction

With the gradual increase of the depth of coal mining in
China, themechanical problems in coal mining have become
a research hotspot. In coal mining, affected by factors such as
stopping and blasting, coal and rock will encounter complex
mechanical processes of loading and unloading. ,e three-
axis loading and unloading process is closer to the actual
mining process. During the mining process, multiple
physical fields inside the coal and rock bodies are coupled
and affect each other [1–3]. Lu et al. [4] established a rock

stress-temperature numerical coupling model and studied
the relationship between stress and temperature in the state
of rock thermal damage. Reference [5] investigated the
brittle failure pattern of coal-rock composite materials under
uniaxial compression by laboratory tests and numerical
simulations. Reference [6] established a coupling mathe-
matical model of electromagnetic, heat, and mass transfer in
the process of coal microwave heating, which can be used to
deduce the coupling relationship between the electromag-
netic field and temperature field of coal-rock. Ding et al. [7]
summarized the failure process and characteristics of coal
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under different loading paths. ,ey found that the loading
path changed the manner of energy accelerate-release. ,ere
was more plastic strain generation in coal under cyclic
loading than that under grade loading. ,e former was more
likely to cause greater damage and failure. ,e strength of
coal under cyclic loading is generally lower than that under
grade loading, and an energy conversion mechanical model
of stress, damage, and deformation was developed which
explained the effect of the loading path. Yang et al. [8–10]
studied electromagnetism, electric charge, and temperature
changes of composite coal-rock under uniaxial loading, as
well as the mechanical-electrical coupling and the me-
chanical-thermal-electrical coupling of the model. ,e
coupled mathematical model between stress, temperature,
and charge was derived.

To effectively predict dynamic disasters, scholars at
home and abroad have carried out related studies from the
perspectives of stress, electromagnetism, and temperature.
Wang et al. [11] studied the charge time-frequency domain
signal law of coal under various types of damage and refined
the damage characteristics of coal samples. ,e stress
characteristics and mechanical properties were studied and
analyzed in reference [12], and the similarities and differ-
ences of composite coal mass with soft and hard coal mass in
deformation and failure characteristics were compared.
Moreover, the mechanical properties and deformation and
failure laws of the composite coal mass under unidirectional
loading were investigated. Reference [13] studies the
mechanism of crack initiation, the damage characteristics,
and the propagation law of high-voltage pulse hydraulic
fracturing coal to evaluate the fracturing effect of coal-rock
mass. To explore the acoustic emission and damage char-
acteristics of rocks under different confining pressure
unloading rates, Li [14] carried out rock AE test and de-
formation damage research of coal and rock under different
unloading rates. In reference [15], the propagation law of
ultrasonic signals in coal under different loading conditions
was studied, and the ultrasonic testing system for defor-
mation and failure of coal and rock was developed through
cyclic loading and unloading. Zhang and Wang [16] studied
the change characteristics of the electromagnetic signal of
coal under impact load. Ai et al. [17] studied the relationship
between the electromagnetic field and the crack change
during coal rupture under uniaxial compression. ,e in-
frared radiation evolution law of damaged fracture surface of
composite coal-rock is studied to realize noncontact pre-
diction of coal and rock dynamic disaster [18]. ,e temporal
and spatial evolution of infrared radiation information of
unloading damage of composite coal-rock is revealed by
considering the surface damage characteristics, three-di-
mensional infrared radiation field, and simulation software
results. Yao et al. [19] studied active heat insulation roadway
in high temperature mines. ,e ANSYS numerical simu-
lation method is used for sensitivity analysis of the heat
insulation layer with different thermal conductivity and
thickness, as well as the surrounding rock with different
thermal conductivity and temperature on a heat-adjusting
zone radius, surrounding the rock temperature field and wall
temperature. ,e results show that the heat-adjusting zone

radius will entirely be in the right power index relationship
to the ventilation time. Decrease in thermal conductivity and
increase in thickness of insulation layer can effectively re-
duce the disturbance of airflow on the surrounding rock
temperature, hence, beneficial for decreasing wall temper-
ature. Lai et al. [20] found that the time-domain evolution of
infrared radiation in the fracture process of fractured coal
and rock is divided into four stages: Tave’s calm, small
fluctuations, rapid increase, and rapid decrease, which ac-
curately describe the infrared radiation law of coal under
uniaxial loading and unloading. Zhang et al. [21] monitored
the change of infrared radiation temperature field of
roadway surrounding rock by infrared radiation technology.
,is verified that the radiation temperature field had a good
corresponding relationship with the failure characteristics of
roadways. Wang and Hu [22] analyzed the characteristics
and control factors of the temperature field of coal and rock
mass in a deep mine. ,e interaction mechanism between
seepage field and temperature field was also studied. ,e
control characteristics of thermal physical properties of rock
mass and geometric parameters of a fracture network on a
temperature field were numerically simulated. ,e purpose
of Du andWang [23] is to improve the understanding of the
outburst-rockburst coupling dynamic disasters mechanism.
Du et al. [24] observed the uniaxial loading process of coal
samples by infrared thermal imaging technology and strain
monitoring technology. ,e response characteristics of
surface average infrared radiation temperature (AIRT) and
infrared thermal image in each stage of coal sample damage
evolution were analyzed. ,e infrared radiation response
mechanism in the evolution process of coal damage was
revealed. According to Du et al. [25], conventional triaxial
compression (CTC) tests were conducted on the gas-bearing
coal, gas-bearing coal-mudstone combination, and gas-
bearing coal-sandstone combination using the RLW-500G
triaxial experimental system.

Based on the above research results, relevant scholars
have carried out research on stress characteristics, unloading
fracture, and multifield coupling of coal and rock. However,
there are few studies on the thermal-mechanical coupling
mechanism of anisotropic coal and rock masses, and the
research on thermal infrared radiation under the condition
of triaxial unloading of composite coal-rock is not thorough
enough. Pan et al. [26] applied the self-developed charge
collection device to carry out gas seepage and charge in-
duction tests for unloading confining pressure in gas-con-
taining coal and rock. ,e results show that the gas seepage
characteristics and charge induction law are closely related
to the deformation and damage process of coal and rock
during the unloading process of confining pressure. To
research the evolution of energy stored in the composite
coal-rock structure and coal fragments burst characteristics,
lateral pressure unloading numerical tests of composite coal-
rock models with different Young’s modulus were carried by
PFC2D software in reference [27]. Reference [28] established
the coal-rock composite models with different inclined
angles by using particle flow code, and the impact instability
characteristics after unloading were analyzed. In reference
[29], a series of triaxial tests were conducted on gas-
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containing coal-sandstone combination samples under two
types of unloading conditions. One is unloading confining
pressure tests (UCPs), the other is unloading confining
pressure-reloading axial stress tests (UCP-RAS).

To sum up, the crack evolution law of coal-rock com-
bination under unloading conditions is less researched.
,ere are few reports on the variation law of electromagnetic
radiation, stress, and infrared radiation signals of composite
coal-rock under loading and unloading conditions. And,
there is no report on the analysis of unloading fracture
mechanism from the perspective of multi-physical field
coupling. Moreover, many dynamic disaster events of coal-
rock mining show that the occurrence of the events is ac-
companied by different degrees of precursor information,
such as the variation of stress and strain, magnetic field,
temperature, acoustic emission, and so on. By monitoring
the changing trend and outlier of the signals, the risk of rock
burst can be effectively forewarned. So, effective control
measures can be taken in time to reduce the casualties and
equipment damage caused by rock burst. For this reason, the
change laws of composite coal-rock under loading and
unloading are studied in this paper based on rockmechanics,
thermodynamics, and damage mechanics. And, evolution
laws of stress field, infrared radiation temperature field, and
the electromagnetic field of composite coal-rock under the
loading and unloading conditions are deeply studied, as well
as the relationship among them.,rough multiphysical field
simulation and experiment, the prelude change law of
composite coal-rock failure and fracture is obtained, which
has important theoretical significance and engineering ap-
plication prospect for coal-rock mining dynamic disaster
prediction and prediction.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Multifield Coupling Mathematical Model of Composite
Coal-Rock Unloading. ,e composite coal-rock deforms
and fractures under unloading, the brittle failure character-
istics of the rock mass under the condition of unloading
confining pressure are obvious, and the failure is more
sudden. Macroscopically, after many microcracks are gen-
erated in the coal and rock body under the initial stress state,
the cracks extend and eventually rupture. Due to the thermal
effect of the coal body, the temperature of the coal body
changes and finally breaks. From a microscopic point of view,
coal and rock are composed of atoms and electrons. Lauen
[30] found that the crack propagation of coal and rock is the
process of molecular bond fracture of its microstructure. ,e
appearance of cracks is the phenomenon of dislocation and
leakage between molecules and atoms. ,e extension and
rupture of cracks are the result of the rupture of chemical
bonds between molecules. ,e old molecular chain breaks to
form a new molecular chain and finally maintains a new
balance. Energy is released during chain formation. Earlier

research results [8–10] indicate that one of the main causes of
infrared radiation is heat generation by friction between
cracks, and one of the main causes of electromagnetic ra-
diation is the variable-speed movement of electric charges.
Under the multiphase coupling action of “water-mechanic-
heat” with different stress, water content and temperature, the
infrared characteristics, and rules of coal-rock damage are also
different [18]. When the stress field, temperature field, and
electromagnetic field are coupled, the microelement body in
the composite coal-rock is selected for research.

During the loading and unloading process, the three
principal stresses of the composite coal-rock are all nonzero
[31], which conforms to the generalized Hooke’s law. ,e
principal stress-strain formula of the generalized Hooke’s
law is as follows:

εx �
1
E

σx − μ σy + σz  ,

εy �
1
E

σy − μ σx + σz(  ,

εz �
1
E

σz − μ σx + σy  .
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(1)

Among them, εi (i� x, y, z) is the principal strain; E is the
elastic modulus; σi (i� x, y, z) is the principal stress; u is
Poisson’s ratio.

,e shear strain formula of the generalized Hooke’s law
is as follows:

cxy �
1
G
τxy �
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τxy,
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1
G
τyz �
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E
τyz,
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E
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(2)

Among them, cii (ii� xy, yz, zx) is the shear stress; τii
(ii� xy, yz, zx) is the shear strain; and G� E/(2 (1 + u)) is the
Lame constant.

Equations (1) and (2) together form the generalized
Hooke’s law, which expresses the stress-strain relationship
of composite coal-rock under unloading conditions, but it
requires two sets of formulas to form together, and the
effective stress formula [32, 33] is quoted to express taking
the interior elements of coal and rock mass as the research
object; the magnitude of the three principal stresses in the
loading-unloading process is not zero, which conforms to
the generalized Hooke’s law. On the whole, the relationship
between the effective stress and strain of composite coal-rock
is as follows:
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σ∗x � σxEε
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,
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(3)

σi∗ (i� x, y, z) is the effective stress of composite coal-
rock; ε is the strain.

,e friction and heat generation of composite coal under
the action of stress causes its temperature to change [34], and
the relationship between temperature change and strain is:

ΔT �
TV

C
 βεi +  βτii . (4)

Among them, T is the initial temperature of composite
coal rock, °C; V is the coal rock volume, m3; C is the heat
capacity of coal and rock under constant strain, and J/K;
β� (әσi/әT)ε, (i� x, y, z) or (әτii/әT)ε, (ii� xy, yz, zx) is the
thermal stress coefficient; εi (i� x, y, z) is the main strain of
coal rock; τii (ii� xy, yz, zx) is the shear strain of coal rock.

According to previous studies [8–10] and reference [35],
the intensity of electromagnetic radiation produced by coal
and rock mainly depends on the amount of crack charge,
crack propagation speed, and acceleration. Substituting
equations (1)–(3) into equation (4), in the process of
unloading and rupture of composite coal-rock, the coupled
mathematical model of infrared radiation temperature field,
stress field, and electromagnetic field is as follows:
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(5)

Among them: n is the refractive index of the coal and
rock body medium; C0 is the electromagnetic wave prop-
agation speed in vacuum, m/s; e is the charge of the particle,
C; ε is the absolute dielectric constant of the medium; v

→ is
the moving speed of the charged particle, m/s; r is the
distance between the charged particle and the observation
point, m; n

→, r
→ are the unit vectors in the direction; v′

→
is the

acceleration of the charged particle, m/s2; σz is the axial stress
of the microelement body where the electromagnetic radi-
ation source is located; a, b, c, and d are the experimental
constants, α is the attenuation coefficient, and η is the phase
constant.

3. Coal and Rock Finite Element Modeling

3.1. Model Establishment. A three-dimensional axisym-
metric composite coal-rock model is established and sim-
ulated to study the distribution of the stress field,
temperature field, and the electromagnetic field of coal and
rock during loading and unloading. Establish a standard
cylinder with a radius of 25mm and a height of 100mm,
which is divided into three parts of “rock-coal-rock”; the
ratio is 1 :1 :1, the solution domain is an air radius of
200mm, and the ambient temperature is 20°C. When the
pressure is 3MPa, there are four kinds of cracks during rock
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and coal fracture, one of which is about 35°–45°from the
horizontal plane. ,e fractured state is similar to the loading
mode of the coal body with the exposed surface in the actual
mine. ,e coal samples mined in the composite coal-rock
unloading experiment in this paper are from Xinzhouyao
Mine in Datong, Shanxi. A lot of experiments have been
done in the early stage, which meets the regulation.
,erefore, the cracks and the coal-rock interface were
artificially set in the simulation, the temperature simulation
is set at the interface between coal and rock such that friction
and relative sliding can occur, and the angle of the main coal
fracture [36, 37] is 38.66°. ,e three-dimensional model of
composite coal is shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Model Solving. ,e physical parameters of the me-
chanical, thermal, and electromagnetic materials involved in
the model solution are listed in Table 1, and the model
dimensions are given in Section 2.1.

To realize the mechanical-electric-thermal three-field
coupling, the indirect coupling method is adopted for the
model. ,e structural field is analyzed by the
Mohr–Coulomb plastic model. Transient structural system
transient structural and coupling unit PLANE 223 are used
for thermal transient analysis. Ansys-Maxwell3D static
magnetic field analysis is used in magnetic field analysis, and
the medium in the solution domain is set to be air.

4. Simulation Research

4.1. Stress Field Analysis. To better study the relationship
between the unloading fracture mechanics stage of coal-rock
and its infrared radiation temperature, the stress change
process must first be clarified. Under the action of external
load, the internal stress field of the composite coal-rock
presents an axisymmetric distribution. ,e shear stress of
the effective stress component in the tangential direction
distribution is the largest at the crack.,e strength decreases
along the tangential direction. ,e tensile stress at the coal-
rock boundary increases with the increase of the external
load. ,e principal stress along the axial direction is the
strongest in the coal body, and the stress intensity at the
bottom of the rock mass is higher than that at the top of the
rock mass.

Figure 2 shows the axial stress-time curve of coal and
rock. After a full investigation and under the condition that
the simulation results are not false, this paper selects the
commonly used slow unloading confining pressure rate of
0.03MPa/s and confining pressure value of 3MPa [38, 39].
,e three-axis loading and unloading of composite coal are
divided into five stages: 0–2 s is a three-dimensional stress
loading stage. In this stage, axial compression and confining
pressure begin to apply pressure to change the internal of the
composite coal-rock. At this time, the original small cracks
of coal and rock are compacted with the increase of stress.
Similar to the compaction stage in uniaxial loading, this
stage is short due to the limitation of the size of the coal, and
rock model 2–3 s is the stage of stress-keeping pressure. ,e
time of this stage is short, and the axial compression and

Z

X
Y

Figure 1: ,ree-dimensional model of composite coal-rock
standard cylinder with a radius of 25mm and a height of 100mm,
which is divided into three parts of “rock-coal-rock,” and the angle
of the main coal fracture is 38.66°.

Table 1: ,e physical parameters of the mechanical, thermal, and
electromagnetic materials involved in the model solution.

Physical parameters Coal Rock Air
Density (kg/m3) 1450 2400 —
Bulk modulus (GPa) 1 4.5 —
Shear modulus (GPa) 0.8 3 —
Specific heat capacity (J/
(kg·k)) 1130J 916.9 —

,ermal conductivity (w/
(m·k)) 1 2.8 —

,ermal expansion
coefficient (°C) 6.435×10−6 6×10−6 —

Poisson’s ratio 0.25 0.22 —
Resistivity (Ω·m) 550 — —
Relative permeability (m/d) 1× 10−6 — 1.256×10−6

E

Unloading starting point

A B

C

F

D

0.0

5.0 × 106

1.0 × 107

1.5 × 107

2.0 × 107

2.5 × 107

St
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ss
 (P

a)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 80
Time (s)

Three-dimensional
stress loading stage Stress-holding

stage

The first stage of
“loading and
unloading”

The second stage of
“loading and unloading”

Instability and
rupture stage

Figure 2: ,e axial stress-time curve of coal and rock. ,e con-
fining pressure is set to 3MPa and the unloading rate is 0.03MPa/s.
,e three-axis loading and unloading of composite coal is divided
into five stages.
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confining pressure resist each other. In this process, the
changes of stress value are not obvious, the axial com-
pression changes nonlinearly, and the deviatoric stress de-
creases. Finally, the axial compression overcomes the
confining pressure and becomes dominant. ,e first stage of
“loading-unloading” is 3–4.5 s, the curve is elastic, the stress
increases linearly, the slope is large, the elastic modulus is
large, and the composite coal is elastic. ,e second stage of
“loading-unloading” is 4.5–7.5 s, the mechanical trend of
coal-rock first presents linear and then nonlinear, at this
stage, the composite coal-rock gradually turns from elastic to
plastic. After 7.5 s, it is the instability and rupture stage. At
point E (t� 5.8 s), the confining pressure is unloaded at a
certain rate until the maximum axial stress at point F
(t� 7.5 s) is reached, the coal and rock are completely
broken, and the curve drops rapidly, which showed strain
softening.

Figure 3 is the cloud diagram of the composite coal-rock
stress field during loading and unloading. Figures 3(a)–3(f)
correspond to the six time points of ABCDEF in Figure 2.
Due to the approximate linearity between the two points,
ABC is the middle point of the three-dimensional stress
loading stage, the stress-holding stage, and the first stage of
“loading and unloading,” respectively. D is the middle point
between the starting point of the second stage of “loading
and unloading” and the starting point of unloading. F is the
unstable fracture point of composite coal-rock and also the
highest point of stress. In the initial stage of loading and
unloading, the change of the stress field of the rock mass is
not obvious, and the stress of the coal body is greater
because there are many pores in the coal body, and the
strain of the coal body is larger than that of the rock body
after compression. In the stress-holding stage, the con-
fining pressure and axial pressure act on the composite
coal-rock at the same time, and their effects are the same.
,e internal stress field of the whole composite coal-rock is
changed in the shape of “O,” due to the force on the upper
and lower bottom and side of the composite coal-rock. At
this stage, the axial pressure is gradually overcoming the
confining pressure. In the first stage of “loading-unload-
ing,” the longitudinal stress field has a tendency of “X”
shape [40]. At this time, the axial pressure has overcome the
confining pressure and becomes the dominant composite
coal-rock force. After entering the second stage of “load-
ing-unloading,” the composite coal-rock gradually trans-
formed like a plastic state and began to have slight
deformation. At this time, cracks and dislocation friction
began to occur inside the coal body, and the stress on the
rock body was gradually increasing. ,e internal micro-
cracks are more obvious. At the point of failure, because the
compressive strength of coal is less than that of rock, the
coal body with many cracks was firstly unstable and
ruptured, obvious cracks appeared in the rock body, and
the whole stress field reached the maximum. In the whole
process of loading and unloading, the stress field in the
composite coal-rock shows an axisymmetric distribution.

4.2. Temperature Field Analysis. When the coal-rock is
destroyed, its physical temperature will change by stress,
which is the thermal-mechanical coupling effect [41].

Figure 4 shows the temperature program of composite
coal-rock at different times; when the simulation time is
1.5 s, 2.5 s, 3.5 s, 5 s, 5.8 s, and 7.5 s, it corresponds to the six
time points of ABCDEF in Figure 2. In the initial stage of
loading and unloading, there is no obvious high-tempera-
ture point inside the coal body. After entering the second
stage of “loading-unloading,” high-temperature points
gradually appear, and there is a tendency to form cracks. Due
to the different materials of composite coal-rock, the thermal
conductivity of the coal body is lower than that of the rock
body. ,erefore, compared with rock bodies, the tempera-
ture distribution of the coal body is more uniform and the
temperature gradient is larger [42].

,e temperature detection is carried out at the interface
of coal and rock and the interior of the coal body, as shown
in Figure 4(f): Y is the friction point of coal and rock, andM
is the high-temperature point inside the coal body. During
the loading and unloading process, the magnified cloud
diagrams of the change process of Y and M in the early,
middle, and late stages are shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). It
can be clearly seen from the figure that there is no high-
temperature point in the coal body at the initial stage of
loading and unloading, and the friction between coal and
rock is not obvious; ,e temperature inside the coal body
should be more uniform, and the tip temperature of the
friction surface of coal and rock is the highest; Compared
with the two, the average temperature inside the coal body is
higher, which can be compared in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows the temperature profile of the composite
coal-rock during the loading and unloading stages. ,e
changing trend of the friction surface of coal and rock, and
the corresponding temperature-time curve at the high-
temperature point of the coal body are consistent. In the
initial stage of composite coal-rock loading and unloading,
there are no cracks in the coal body during the two stages of
three-dimensional stress loading and stress holding, and
there is no obvious friction at the coal-rock junction. En-
tering the first stage of “loading and unloading,” the tem-
perature of the friction surface of coal and rock began to
increase. In the second stage of “loading and unloading,”
high-temperature points appear inside the coal body where
the temperature rise is larger than the friction surface of coal
and rock. At this time, there are obvious microcracks inside
the coal body, and the confining pressure begins to be
unloaded at 5.8 s; the reduction in the confining pressure
caused the composite coal-rock to suddenly reduce its re-
straint, resulting in a large number of cracks and friction
inside, and a sudden increase in temperature. ,e com-
pressive strength of the coal body is smaller than the rock
body, so the coal body ruptures more obviously, and the
temperature rise is greater. At 6.1 s, coal-rock friction and
coal body high temperature reached the maximum values of
22.536°C and 32.16°C, respectively, and then reached the
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Figure 3: Stress field distribution of composite coal-rock in different stages. (a) t� 1.5 s, (b) t� 2.5 s, (c) t� 3.75 s, (d) t� 5.15 s, (e) t� 5.8 s,
and (f) t� 7.5 s correspond to the six time points of ABCDEF in Figure 2.
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maximum stress at 7.5 s, which resulted in an unstable
fracture.,e loading and unloading temperature curve takes
the overall average temperature of the fracture in the
composite coal-rock. Compared with the high-temperature

point of the coal, there is a green low-temperature zone on
the friction surface of the coal and rock as shown in
Figure 5(a), so the overall average temperature is lower than
the high-temperature point inside the coal.
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Figure 5: Coal-rock friction and high temperature point of coal temperature nephograms of friction, fracture amplification. (a) Coal-rock
friction. (b) High temperature point of coal.
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Figure 4: Temperature nephogram of composite coal-rock at different times; when the simulation time is 1.5 s, 2.5 s, 3.5 s, 5 s, 5.8 s, and 7.5 s,
it corresponds to the six time points of ABCDEF in Figure 2. (a) t� 1.5 s, (b) t� 2.5 s, (c) t� 3.75 s, (d) t� 5.15 s, (e) t� 5.8 s, and (f) t� 7.5 s.
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4.3. Electromagnetic Field Analysis. Electromagnetic radia-
tion is produced by the variable motion of charged particles.
,e precondition of electromagnetic radiation is charge
separation. All materials are composed of atoms and elec-
trons, and the coal and rock mass does not show electro-
magnetic radiation phenomena without external
disturbance. However, when subjected to external distur-
bance, some of the original bound charges in the coal and
rock mass will become free charges, and the concentration
and quantity of free charges will increase. At the same time,
the uneven structure and anisotropy of the composite coal-
rock mass itself will occur. In this process, the transfer and
movement produce electromagnetic radiation phenomenon.

In the process of loading and unloading the composite
coal-rock, the coal and rock particles rub against each other
to separate the electric charges, and the electric chargesmove
at a variable speed to generate electromagnetic radiation.
Figure 7 shows the magnetic field intensity generated by coal
loading and unloading at different times corresponding to
the six time pointsABCDEF in Figure 2. Observing the cloud
map of magnetic field intensity, it is found that the magnetic
field intensity inside the coal body gradually increases from
the center to the outside, while it is gradually attenuated in
the air. When t� 7.5 s, the axial stress is the maximum, and
the magnetic field intensity generated by the coal body
reaches the maximum value of 10.82 μA/m.

Figure 8 is a vector diagram of the electromagnetic field
intensity. It can be seen more clearly that the direction of the
magnetic field inside the coal body and the external vacuum
is the same, and the intensity of the electromagnetic field
spreads outward along the surface of the coal body and
decays continuously.

Figure 9 is a graph of the propagation of the electro-
magnetic field intensity of the coal body. ,e six curves
correspond to the six time points of ABCDEF in Figure 2.
Observing the propagation curve of the magnetic field in-
tensity, it is found that the maximum value of the elec-
tromagnetic field intensity at any time is at the junction of

the coal body and the propagation medium, 25mm from the
origin. Due to the movement and separation of electric
charges inside the coal body, many electric charges accu-
mulate on the surface of the coal body, resulting in low
electromagnetic field intensity at the center of the coal
body—the closer to the surface, the higher the electro-
magnetic field intensity. ,e electromagnetic intensity
fluctuates slightly due to the change of the propagation
medium at the junction of the coal body and air. ,en, the
electromagnetic field intensity decays from the inside to the
outside when it propagates in the air, and the overall decline
is exponential. In the initial stage of loading and unloading
of composite coal-rock (point A and point B), the electric
charge movement is weak, and the amplitude of electro-
magnetic field change is not obvious. After the first stage of
“loading-unloading,” the intensity and change range of the
electromagnetic field increases significantly. ,e maximum
electromagnetic field intensity values at the six moments are
0.35015 μA/m, 0.7003 μA/m, 5.261 μA/m, 6.476 μA/m,
7.567 μA/m, and 10.82 μA/m. When the propagation dis-
tance reaches 200mm, the electromagnetic intensity is
0.07675 μA/m, 0.1535 μA/m, 1.298 μA/m, 1.487 μA/m,
1.713 μA/m, 2.639 μA/m.

4.4. Research onMultifield CouplingMechanism of Composite
Coal-Rock Unloading. ,e electromagnetic field and the
temperature field are connected through the stress field, and
the stress is applied to the composite coal-rock to change the
movement state of the internal microelement body and
break its original balance. In the process of breaking the
chemical bonds of internal molecules, strain is generated and
energy is released, so that the infrared radiation temperature
changes, and the variable speed movement of the charges
generated in the coal and rock fissures produces electro-
magnetic radiation, which causes changes in the electro-
magnetic field.

Figure 10 shows the relationship curve between elec-
tromagnetic field intensity, the overall average temperature
of coal, rock, and stress. Among them, the intensity of the
electromagnetic field has good consistency with the axial
stress, and the electromagnetic radiation also changes cor-
respondingly with the change of the stress. 0–2 s: ,e
composite coal-rock is in the three-dimensional stress
loading stage, the stress increases slightly, the internal charge
moves slowly, and the electromagnetic radiation starts to be
active but not obvious. At this stage, the gas in the internal
voids of the coal is discharged. ,is process consumes a part
of the heat and causes the overall temperature to drop. 2–3 s:
In the stress-holding stage, the axial pressure is overcoming
the constraint of confining pressure, the internal stress field
of the composite coal-rock is in a stable stage, and the
corresponding electromagnetic radiation activity and tem-
perature are relatively stable. 3–4.5 s: Entering the first stage
of “loading and unloading,” with the increase of stress, the
internal charge of composite coal-rock begins to move under
the influence of external force, the intensity of electro-
magnetic field increases, and affected by thermoelastic effect,
the temperature curve of composite coal-rock begins to rise
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Figure 6: Temperature curve of composite coal-rock loading and
unloading.
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Figure 7: Magnetic field intensity generated by coal loading and unloading at different times corresponding to the six time points ABCDEF
in Figure 2. (a) t� 1.5 s, (b) t� 2.5 s, (c) t� 3.75 s, (d) t� 5.15 s, (e) t� 5.8 s, and (f) t� 7.5 s.
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and the temperature curve is approximately linear.
4.5 s–7.5 s: It is the second stage of “loading and unloading,”
and the confining pressure begins to be unloaded at a certain
rate at 5.8 s. ,e intensity of the electromagnetic field is
related to the movement of the electric charge. Due to the
increase of the axial pressure, the stress of the composite
coal-rock is still increasing and the speed of themovement of
the internal electric charge is accelerating. ,e decrease of
the confining pressure does not affect the intensity of the
electromagnetic field, and the intensity of the

electromagnetic field continues to increase until it reaches
the peak value at the same time as the stress. At this stage, the
temperature has changed three times. Due to the external
force at work, the coal and rock will undergo plastic de-
formation due to microcracking, heat is absorbed, and the
temperature will drop; at 5.8 s, the confining pressure begins
to be relieved while the axial pressure continues to increase.
Compared with the previous period, the internal micro-
fracture of the composite coal-rock that suddenly reduced
the confining pressure was intensified, resulting in a large
number of cracks, which extended and expanded, and the
sudden increase in heat reached the maximum value of
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Figure 8: Vector diagram of magnetic field intensity, the direction of the magnetic field inside the coal body, and the external vacuum is in
the same direction, and the intensity of the electromagnetic field spreads outward along the surface of the coal body and decays
continuously.
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curves correspond to the six time points of ABCDEF in Figure 2.
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Figure 10: Relation curve of electromagnetic field strength, overall
average temperature, and stress of composite coal-rock.
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27.26°C. ,is short and rapid heating stage is a transitional
adaptation period for the composite coal-rock to unload the
confining pressure. After the adaptation period, there have
been a large number of microcracks inside the composite
coal-rock. ,e deformation is more obvious than before,
resulting in secondary expansion, consumingmore heat, and
reducing the temperature again.

,e electromagnetic radiation of composite coal-rock
mainly comes from the variable speed movement of electric
charge. ,e stress-holding stage of internal crack is
accelerated, and the temperature increases suddenly. ,e
rate of unloading confining pressure is certain, and after
adapting to the process of unloading confining pressure, the
composite coal-rock returns to a relative equilibrium state
and enters the secondary expansion, resulting in a decrease
in temperature. Compared to the relationship between
stress, electromagnetic radiation, and temperature of
composite coal-rock, the process of unloading confining
pressure has almost no effect on the changes of electro-
magnetic radiation, and temperature requires a short
transitional adaptation period.

5. Experimental Research

Figure 11 shows a schematic diagram of the triaxial test
equipment and field test. ,e experimental system is
composed of a TAW-2000 microcomputer-controlled high-
temperature rock triaxial testing machine, control cabinet,
data collector, and computer. ,e press is a single axis
feeding and pressing mode, and the maximum load is
300 kN. ,e electromagnetic radiation signal detection de-
vice is self-developed, which is composed of a broadband
loop antenna, signal conditioning circuit, and data acqui-
sition and processing circuit. ,e signal acquisition range of
the antenna is 1Hz∼1MHz. ,e charge meter is indepen-
dently developed with a charge voltage conversion ratio of
80–100mV/PC. ,e coal and rock samples all come from
deep coal seams in Xinzhouyao, Datong, Shanxi. To better
simulate the actual situation of coal mining, the confining
pressure and unloading rate designed in the experiment are
larger than the conditions set by simulation, which not only
ensures that it is more consistent with the actual situation
but also can be compared with the simulation to analyze and
study the results of composite coal-rock under the condi-
tions of different confining pressure unloading rates. Cut the
coal and rock samples in the laboratory, and cut the top
sandstone, bottom sandstone, and coal samples at a height of
1 :1 :1 into 6 cylindrical composite coal-rocks with a radius
of 25mm and a height of 100mm. ,e samples are divided
into two groups: 0.05MPa/s (numbered a#, b#, c#) and
0.2MPa/s (numbered d#, e#, f#).

6. Experiment Procedure

(1) Seal the composite coal-rock samples with heat-
shrinkable tubes, and install strain sensors, infrared
probes, and electromagnetic radiation probes. Put
them into the pressure cylinder, push the pressure

cylinder into the tester, open the oil valve to inject
silicone oil, and close the oil valve when it is full.

(2) Turn on the power supply and apply three-dimen-
sional stress σ1 � σ2 � σ3 to 10MPa according to the
water pressure condition.

(3) Keep the confining pressure constant; the axial
pressure is loaded at a rate of 0.002mm/s, until it
reaches about 70% of the compressive strength under
triaxial loading, and the confining pressure is
released.

(4) Keep the axial pressure during the unloading process
to continue loading and set the unloading rate to
0.05M and 0.2MPa/s, respectively.

(5) When the axial stress exceeds the peak stress, the
sample will immediately stop unloading the con-
fining pressure, keep the confining pressure con-
stant, and continue to apply the axial stress until the
stress curve no longer changes with the change of
strain, and the test ends.

Figure 12 shows the experimental results of the samples
numbered a#, b#, c#, d#, e#, and f#. During loading and
unloading, the lithology changes. Because the compressive
strength of the samples in the experiment is higher than that
in the simulation model, the composite coal samples suffer
through splitting failure, and the macroscopic fracture
morphology of the samples changes from “X” deformation
to inverted “Y” shape. ,is shape is due to relatively high
specimen strength, the end effect is more prominent, and the
end is caused by the triaxial stress state due to the friction
inhibition.,e larger the “loading-unloading” rate, the more
concentrated the failure is on a macro fracture surface, the
failure mode changes from multi macro fracture to single
macro fracture, and the overall crushing degree is reduced.
,e main reason is that when the velocity is small, the
generation, expansion, and penetration of microcracks are
more sufficient, and it is easier to form “X”-type fracture as
described in the simulation, with a greater degree of frag-
mentation; However, when the rate is high, the crack in the
sample cannot be fully expanded, and the macro fracture
surface is formed along the weakest direction, which is the
inverted “Y” fracture in the experimental results. ,e crack
angle is about 35°–45°, and there is no obvious crack in the
rock body.

Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the electromagnetic ra-
diation intensity, temperature, and stress curves of the
specimens unloading confining pressure at the rate of 0.05
MPa/s (Sample a#) and 0.2 MPa/s (Sample d#) at the same 10
MPa confining pressure, respectively. ,e composite coal-
rock is subjected to axial pressure and confining pressure at
the same time, and the voids in the coal-rock are exhausted
more quickly than uniaxial loading. 0–20 s: the time of the
two stages of the three-dimensional stress loading and stress-
holding stage is extremely short, especially the stress-holding
stage is only about 3 s. In these two stages, the coal body is
compressed, and the internal pores are closed, the electro-
magnetic radiation changes little, and the temperature de-
creases. In the first stage of “loading and unloading,” the
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internal charges of the composite coal-rock move rapidly,
the coal and rock body rub against each other, and the
electromagnetic radiation and temperature begin to have an
obvious upward trend with the increase of stress. Entering
the second stage of “loading and unloading” after 140 s, the
fracture-dislocation friction and microfracture intensified,
and the electromagnetic radiation reached the maximum

value at the peak value of stress. After the fracture of the
sample, the rate of charge movement in the composite coal-
rock slowed down with the decrease of stress. ,e tem-
perature of composite coal-rock is obviously affected by
confining pressure, and the temperature reaches the max-
imum rapidly after a short transition period when the
confining pressure is unloaded, and then decreases
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Figure 11: Schematic diagram of test equipment and field test. (a) Schematic diagram of field test. (b) Schematic diagram of test equipment.
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Figure 12: ,e triaxial test results of composite coal-rock samples.
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Figure 13: (a) and (b) show the electromagnetic radiation intensity, temperature, and stress curves of the specimens unloading confining
pressure at the rate of 0.05MPa/s and 0.2MPa/s at the same 10MPa confining pressure, respectively.
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gradually. ,e confining pressure influences the triaxial
compressive strength but has no effect on the stress change
trend in the whole process, and the slope of the curve has not
changed. ,e changing trend of infrared temperature and
electromagnetic radiation intensity measured by the experi-
ment is basically consistent with the simulation results;
however, there is no heat exchange between the simulation
model and the outside world, so the temperature difference is
larger, and the result is more ideal than the experiment, which
verifies the correctness of the numerical simulation solution.

7. Results and Discussion

(1) In the macroscopic aspect of the loading and
unloading process of composite coal-rock, many
microfractures are caused by the deformation of coal
and rock bodies. In the microscopic aspect, the crack
extends and breaks, the intermolecular chemical
bond breaks and recombines, and the variable speed
movement of charge causes the change of infrared
radiation and electromagnetic radiation. Based on
the generalized Hooke’s law and the damage me-
chanics formula, the mathematical model of stress
field under the unloading state of composite coal-
rock is derived, and the multi-physical field coupling
model is deduced by combining the theories of
friction heat generation, piezoelectric effect, and
variable speed movement of electric charge.

(2) According to the simulation results, the process of
unloading confining pressure has a certain influence
on the temperature field, and the composite coal-
rock has a short transition adaptation period at the
beginning of confining pressure unloading, and the
temperature rises rapidly. ,e change of electro-
magnetic field intensity of coal tends to be consistent
with that of stress, and the sudden increase of
electromagnetic radiation intensity reaches the peak
when the stress is about to reach its peak. In the
interior of the coal body, the intensity of the elec-
tromagnetic field increases gradually from the center
of the coal body to the outside, the maximum value is
reached at the junction with the air, and there is a
small fluctuation, followed by exponential
attenuation.

(3) ,e experimental results show that the electro-
magnetic radiation signal can be divided into four
processes: small amplitude fluctuation, slow rise,
rapid peak, and sudden drop. ,e infrared radiation
temperature decreased at the initial stage, and there
were two heating points before and after the con-
fining pressure relief point, and the latter one was
higher, and then decreased gradually. ,e variation
trends of stress field, infrared radiation temperature
field, and electromagnetic field is consistent with the
simulation results.

,e research results provide a theoretical basis and a new
method for the effective prediction of dynamic disasters in
coal and rock mining.
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